Dynamical consequences of symmetry breaking in benzene and difluorobenzene.
The systems benzene/benzene-d(1) and o-/m-/p-difluorobenzene were studied in the dense gas phase with ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy to investigate the effect of symmetry reduction through monodeuteration and constitutional isomerism on the timescales of intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR). In both systems IVR proceeds faster in the molecules of lower symmetry. In addition the dynamics were simulated in vibrational quantum number space using a simple model based on scaling state-to-state interactions by coupling order and the energy gap law. These simulations (semi-) quantitatively reproduce the experimental data for benzene and benzene-d(1) without incorporating further molecular symmetry restrictions. The relative impact of molecular symmetry and vibrational state space structure on IVR is discussed.